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TWO PERSON 1o1 STANDARD AUDIO KIT  

 

 

 

 

ABOUT OUR KITS 
 

 

 

One of One Productions Audio 

Kits are exactly what you need 

when you want to record your 

podcasts, radio shows, YouTube, 

Twitch, Zoom, or any Livestream 

platforms with professional sound 

quality. Audio Kits and audio 

products for content creators! 

Our kits simplify the podcast 

production process by integrating 

analog and digital audio equipment 

into one comprehensive solution 

at an affordable price with kit setup 

videos. Watch our info video here 
 

COST  

The TWO PERSON 1o1 STANDARD AUDIO KIT is $799.99. We occasionally have solid discounts on the One of One 

Productions online store. 

 

WHO IS THIS KIT FOR? 

The Two Person One of One Standard Audio Kit is for 2 podcasters and the seasoned host who want to the 

convenience of podcasting almost anywhere, any time with an all-inclusive solution at home or on-the-go. This is for 

users who value quality. This kit is compatible with both Mac and PCs. 

 

LET’S GET SETUP!  

View our instruction video at https://youtu.be/ijBYOeMP87U for all the visual setup tips straight from our talented 

audio engineers. Contact us directly if you have follow up questions. 
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?  

 

 
 
        

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

1 Focusrite 2i2 

Your audio interface provides a 2-mic input for simultaneous recording and playback of two 

channels. It allows you to independently control your headphones and monitor your inputs. 

This high-performing audio interface is how podcasters and content creators get their audio 

from their microphone to their computer for editing. It’s a hassle-free way to start creating 

studio quality recordings from the instrument of your choice without unwanted distortion.  

 

2 Microphone: 1 Lewitt LCT 240  

This studio-grade microphone is equipped with livestream capabilities in addition to being 

a perfect solution for recording tracks, voice overs for your latest audio book. This mic can 

be used for all sound sources like vocals, acoustic instruments, amplifiers drums and 

more. Expect crisp studio-quality sound. 

 

 

2 Microphone Stands  

Your podcast kit comes with a sturdy microphone stand to serve as vessel for your mic. It has 

a compact and straight forward design perfect for a desktop or any surface. The height is 

adjustable so customize it to meet your needs 

 

1 Headphones: AKG K92 

Your kit comes with larger 40mm driver headphones with a close design, so you’ll hear the full 

sonic range of your audio from airy highs to deepest of bass. They are comfortable and self-

adjusting for a high-quality experience.  

 

1 One of One Waterproof Case 

Protect your precious audio equipment from harm with this especially rugged waterproof 

storage case. The case is constructed with professional quality to prevent impact, moisture, 

and microscopic dust from reaching your equipment, all while making podcasting on the go 

easier.  

 

2 Custom Cables 

Finding the right wire to connect to studio quality equipment is a lot harder than you think. 

Your One of One audio kit equips you with the custom cables you’ll need to create audio magic 

without guess work. This is especially helpful for new podcasters who don’t yet have a closet 

full of equipment. 

 

Free software included. 
 

WHEN POSTING ABOUT YOUR KIT 

Use the hashtags #OneOfOneProductions #1o1audiotkit | Tag us in the photo or video @oneofoneprostudios | 

Mention @oneofoneprostudios in the caption. Thanks for the love in advance! 

ABOUT US: One of One Productions is a full-service media company in audio and video podcasting based in Fort Lee, 

New Jersey! Our studio offers a comfortable atmosphere with the latest audio technology available! We partner with 

clients to produce audio/video podcasts, create modern videos and short documentaries. We offer online editing, 

mixing, and mastering services! 
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